Abstract -Optical tracking method has been largely used for medical navigation system in Robotic Image Guided Surgery (IGS). One of the methods proposed by recent researcher is to use colour feature as the marker for medical instruments detection and tracking. Since IGS system is using preoperative imaging data set for reference, unintended patient movement can result in major errors. In this work, the position for the medical instrument's marker is being investigated to prove that the method can be used for tracking in navigation system. Moving target marker will represent the unintended patient movement. The tool marker will be navigated autonomously using robotics arm to adjust the changes. Multithreading programming approach is being implemented in the system to increase the position update rate for real-time application. The system is able to track the markers and navigate the tool marker to the target marker with certain error tolerance. The accuracy and performance of the system are still in the need of some improvements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image-guided surgery (IGS) is the use of a real-time correlation of the operative field to a preoperative imaging data set that reflects the location of a selected surgical tool to the surrounding anatomic structures. Robotics field starts to develop instruments as the technology grows to aid the surgeon for better surgical performance and outcome.
Robotically assisted surgery is further improved to enhance the capabilities of surgeon in performing open surgery. The use of robotic system in IGS has become an important development direction in surgical fields which includes multiple sub-systems such as medical instrument robot system, surgical planning system, precise positioning system, navigation system, control system and user interactive system.
The advances in medical imaging and computing over the last thirty years enabled the use of navigation system in surgery. Ultimately based on tracking, visualisation and 3D modelling techniques, this system increases the ability of the surgeon to execute the surgery safely and accurately [1] . The purpose of instrument tracking is to determine the position and orientation of the selected surgical instrument. In navigation, this position and the orientation can be related to the anatomy of the patient and the correspondent 3D model generated before the surgery. Instrument tracking can be done externally or interpreted from imaging materials.
External or sensor-based tracking extracts the position of the instruments through rigidly attaching a localizer sensor on the instruments. In image-based tracking, the identification of the instrument is obtained by either using marker-less or marker-based methods [2] . The marker-less method calculates the object's position using the extracted data from nature features of the object in the real scene. However, the intrinsic features may be difficult to extract and recognize if the features are complex. This situation resulting in excessive amount of computational time for the feature matching process [3] .
On the other hand, the marker-based method detects the object using the specified artificial marker placed in the real scene. Since the marker's feature is obvious and easy to be recognized and extracted, it helps to correctly obtain the camera pose and track the object. The markerbased tracking has an advantage of having high accuracy and robustness and is widely used in controlled environment.
Using knee replacement in orthopedic surgery systems as an example, the system acquires relevant patient anatomical landmarks and calculates appropriate placement for the implant based on the built up frame of reference. Bone fixers or drilling jigs are fixed to the patient's bone in accordance with the desired drilling planes. Then the drilling tool is guided with good accuracy to the drilling target point while the system provides the local coordinate reference for the patient's anatomy structure. Both of the drilling tool and the fixer are attached by the artificial marker to be detected for position tracking module [4] .
Most image-guided surgeries use optical infra-red (IR) tracking system as it is more accurate compared to other tracking systems and covers a larger area. Conventional optical IR tracking system utilizes retroreflective marker spheres to track the target objects. These markers are attached to objects that have to be tracked during surgery, including the patient, surgical instruments, and the surgical robot.
However, in this work, colour marker is being used instead of the reflective IR as a new approach researched by [5] . Fig. 1 shows the proposed surgical tool with the coloured markers. The position and orientation of the tools and the patient's anatomy will be calculated from the combination of the markers. In recent years, medical robots have made significant advancement in surgical fields. Robodoc, NeuroMate and DaVinci systems are the examples of active robot introduced to the operating room. As previously mentioned, the use of robotic system in IGS is included in the multiple modules that need to be controlled by the system. Robotic control modules must be independent with other modules in order to be in the safe side as the robotics system has direct contact with the patient's body. System 's malfunction can bring harm to the patient as well as the surgeon and medical staffs involved [6] . Thus, since image processing is high time consuming task, multithreading algorithm is used in this work to reduce the processing time by executing high time consuming task in the background while keeping the user interface and other input-output devices controller's module run normally.
Section II outlines the operations in image processing used for coloured marker detection. Section III explains an overview of the method and algorithms implemented for multicolour object tracking. Section IV describes the experimental setup for the system, presents the results of the experiment conducted and gives a brief analysis of the results. The paper is summarized in Section V by presenting the conclusions extracted from this paper.
II. IMAGE PROCESSING UNIT
This section presents the process used for coloured object detection in low level vision processing. The algorithms for the detection and tracking are designed using OpenCV in QT framework. OpenCV is an open source computer vision library that has been widely used for image and video processing.
As referring to Fig. 1 , the example of proposed medical instrument is equipped with multiple different coloured markers. Comparing the work done by [5] , this work is focusing more on the colour as the primary features for the markers detection and tracking. The image from the camera will be filtered out by colour first instead of detecting the circular shape of the markers which was done by the authors in [5] . However, for simplification purpose, the tool and target's markers will be only in two different colours. Both of the coloured markers need to be extracted from the same image and relatively at the same time.
A. Camera Calibration
Camera calibration is a basic step of getting threedimensional information from the two-dimensional image in the field of computer vision, and is widely used in 3D reconstruction, vision inspection and monitoring [7] . The purpose of the camera calibration is to determine the mapping transformation between the images coordinates and the world coordinates of the object. Considering the compromise between accuracy and setup complexity, a wide range of calibration algorithms have been proposed during the last decades [1] , [7] . In this work, the calibration using 2D calibration object method has been employed. This method only requires the observation of a planar pattern (e.g. a checkerboard) from different orientation and position [7] , [8] . Fig. 2 shows the process flow of camera calibration and remapping the original image for coloured object detection. A set of pre-captured images from both cameras which consist of chessboard pattern has been analysed at the beginning of the process.
The stereo camera calibration function will estimate the transformation between the two cameras making a stereo pair. Rotation and translation matrix between the 1 st and 2 nd camera coordinate system can be extracted from this process along with essential matrix and fundamental matrix of the cameras. Then the rotational and translation matrix will be used to compute the rectification transforms for each head of the stereo camera. Two rotation matrices and two projection matrices in the new coordinate from the process will be used to initialize the rectification map for each of the cameras. Every image captured from the camera will undergo the remapping process to eliminate any distortion by using matrices from the calibration process.
B. Colour Filter
As mentioned previously, colour is the primary feature that will be used for object detection and identification in this work. Fig. 3 shows the process flow in extracting the markers from the original input image. Converting the image colour space to HSV will provide simpler approach to differentiate the markers' colours in the image. The effects of the brightness changes are significantly eliminated by using HSV colour space [9] . Instead of setting the red, green and blue value in RGB space, the colour range of the markers can be easily set using hue value in HSV space for filtering process. Hue value is distinctive for specific colour distribution, thus the range of acceptable desired colour can be fixed as the threshold for the colour filter.
Next step is applying morphological transformation to the image. The morphological transformations are useful in order to eliminate the noise, find intensity bumps or holes, isolate individual elements and join dissimilar element in an image after the colour filter process. Smoothing or blurring is a simple and frequently used image processing operation. Some of the reasons of smoothing an image are for reducing the noise, camera artefact or aiding in edge detection within the image. In this work, Gaussian kernel convolution method has been used for blurring effect.
Instead of using circle detection, as referring to the circular shape of the marker, this system is using contour for markers detection. Contours can be explained simply as a curve joining all the continuous points that having same colour or intensity. The contours are a suitable tool for shape analysis and object detection and recognition.
C. Multicolour Object Tracking
Based on the matrix structure of the image, image processing can be a time consuming task. Image with high resolution lead to longer processing time for the image as it has bigger number of pixels [10] . In this work, there are lot of image manipulating processes need to be executed in order to determine the position of the marker. Every new captured image needs to be remapped and filtered for colour marker detection. An image needs to be filtered out differently depending on the colour of the marker. Thus, multithreading algorithm is used to reduce the processing time by executing several colour filter tasks in the background simultaneously.
As previously mentioned, this system has been designed and coded using QT framework. QT framework is the programming platform that offers simple and easy to use API for graphical user interface (GUI) application. However, the libraries in QT framework are not limited to the GUI application, but also include extensive library on event handling and threading related library.
In this work, graphical user interface thread is designed to act as the main thread. The main thread will initialize and start the worker threads as shown in Fig. 4 . The camera's thread will execute the camera calibration at the beginning of the system execution then it continues to remap the newly retrieved image from the camera for further process of detecting and tracking. Each of the colours will be filtered out separately in different threads. Green object thread will filter out the green coloured marker and marked as a tool for tracking and will be navigated to the target position. Yellow object thread filters out the corresponding hue range of the yellow coloured marker and marked as the target object. All of the threads will be destroyed if the main thread sends out the end program signal which will terminate all the threads that have been created.
III. NAVIGATION SYSTEM
At this stage of work, the simple value difference compensation is being used to move the robotics arm with tool's marker attached to it. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the navigation system that uses the output from the image processing unit for detection and tracking of the tool's and target's markers. The difference or error between them is then calculated and subsequently sent to the robotic arm control sub-system in order to reduce the distance. The robotic arm's control has its own threads in the system to ensure the tool move if there is change in target position. Referring to Fig. 6 , the threads will be in standby until there is request on position change or on current arm's position from the other threads. The sending thread is used to transfer the new arm position to the arm hardware system via USB serial port in order to move the arm. On the other hand, the reading thread will get the current position of the arm. This thread can determine whether the arm is still moving or not before sending a new target position. The robotic arm is made of several servo motors which directly controlled by the Arduino microcontroller board. ServoComm.ino is the Arduino sketch file contains programming code in order to interpret the data sent via serial port from the PC's controller and control the servo movement and position.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The algorithms are tested in Intel Xeon processor workstation with 4 GB of RAM memory and Windows 7 Pro based operating system. Here, the concept of multithreading is used to maximize the computer processing ability and minimize the processing time to run the program. This method is crucial as the system is developed with user interface function which is taking multiple inputs and need to produce multiple outputs.
Multithreading is a type of execution model which allows the main execution thread to separate the long running or time consuming task to other execution thread to run in parallel or avoid freezing window for user interaction. As mentioned before, the system's control algorithm is designed and developed on Qt framework. OpenCV library is being used for object detection and tracking. The newest version of OpenCV API is essentially C++ API and contains several hundred optimized algorithms for image and video processing. Images result for multicolour object detection Fig. 9 . Graph of tool marker movement following the moving target marker Fig. 8 shows the result of multicolour marker's detection from the stereo camera. The green marker is acting as the tool's marker and the yellow marker as the target navigation position for the system. Both of the markers are being tracked and the graph of the tracking and navigation result is shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen from the graph in Fig. 9 and Table 1 , the system is able to control the tool marker position to follow the moving target marker with certain tolerance. The result is plotted using the tracking data for 100 seconds which involved an average update rate of 15ms per data. The target marker is being moved along X and Y axis at the same depth from the camera. The depth of the marker is shown in the axis of Z.
All three coordinate axes are presenting different range of tolerance as shown in Table 1 . Since the depth of the marker in that 100 seconds is relatively the same, the average error is only 8mm for Z-axis. Y-axis has the biggest tolerance with the average error of 40mm and 18mm for X-axis. The difference in error tolerance between the three axes could due to the range of movement of the marker. Bigger position range corresponded to bigger error tolerance. The errors can also cause from the respond delay in navigation and arm positioning.
Moreover, the source of error can also be resulted from the robotic arm's control and the method of compensation control used. The robotic arm may be subjected to the mechanical vibration and the positioning error since the arm used does not have any active feedback sensor. As for the method of compensation, this work uses the basic value compensation for navigate the tool to the target. The result can be further improved by using better robotics arm model and more sophisticated method in tool navigation.
V. CONCLUSION
This work is carried out to prove that the colour features can be used as the marker in instrument detection and tracking for medical navigation system. In this paper, the system is being designed for multicolour object tracking and automated navigation using robotic arm. The controller for the system which is using multithreading method is developed using OpenCV and Qt library on Window platform. The result shows that the system is able to track both markers and navigate the tool marker to the target marker with certain error tolerance. Therefore, it is possible to use colour feature as the marker for the tool detection and tracking. Though, some improvements are needed in order to increase the accuracy and the precision of the navigation process.
